Are we ready to face current and future border management challenges?

- **Public safety** – How do we mitigate growing crime and terrorism threats and protect civilians?
- **Skyrocketing traffic** – How can our infrastructures deal with the pressure of continually increasing numbers of travellers, trucks, ships, trains, cars, and planes?
- **International trade progression** – How can we further support international trade intensification, balancing risks and opportunities?
Secure

Automated eGates, kiosks and advance information speed up the movement of people and goods.

Quick

Biometrics and risk-based controls enable highly secure identification.

Secure

Authorities and private operators use innovative technologies and data analytics to improve real-time profiling and early risk detection, enabling them to focus on smarter controls.

Moving people & goods faster, smarter and in a more secure way

Smart

Smart Border solutions built around users ensure effectiveness and convenience. Offering a positive experience to both travellers and border authorities is paramount to the deployment, acceptance and adoption of these solutions.

Easy
Our experience

PwC has many years of experience in supporting national governments, international institutions and private entities to establish effective border management systems and processes. Through our Smart Borders & Beyond practice, our team of experts brings together the necessary technical and business skills required for a holistic and comprehensive approach for the design, implementation and deployment of Smart Borders solutions. This expertise comprises cost-benefit and feasibility analysis, biometrics, data protection, customer experience, security and IT systems.

As a result, we have developed a unique understanding of the border management environment and its surrounding ecosystems.

Our experience and our approach enable us to deliver added-value for our clients requiring:

1. Policy advice
   Advice on the policy impacts and formulation of recommendations

2. Consulting and implementation
   Solutions design, drafting of requirements, procurement and implementation.

3. Assurance
   Regulatory compliance, IT security review, quality assurance services.

Smart Borders Entry Exit System

ETIAS

European Travel Information and Authorisation System

- Apply online
- Pay
- Background checks
- Receive the travel authorisation online
- Enjoy your EU visit!
- Verification at border
- Verification at booking/check-in

Registered Driver Scheme

Drivers

- Speed
- Infrastructure
- Customer journey
- Predictability
- Reliability

Approach

- Constant traffic, with weekly peaks
- 7% of drivers cross at least once per week
- Coming from all over Europe

Challenges

Freight
- Freight
- Integrates 12 Countries

Passengers
- Seasonal peaks
- Many one-time users
- 85% coming from country X

Approach

- Know about travellers in advance of travel
- Have advance information on travellers entering and leaving the country
- Be alerted of known threats
- Detect new previously unknown threats
- Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the border controls

API/PNR for a national civil aviation authority

From solution design to procurement and implementation of the future API & PNR system

- Implementing solutions for national aviation authorities
- Implementing global aviation solutions
- Providing a secure and efficient interface for airlines and other stakeholders
- Enhancing passenger experience andAuthorisation

... and more
Why PwC?

Unique proven expertise

- Holistic skills & teams
- Iconic references
- Large-scale international systems

Accelerators

- Hands-on experience on border processes
- 360° approach
- Data, benchmark and simulators

Global reach

- Numerous publications
- Global international network
- PwC Experience Center
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